Review: Roadburn Friday 21st April 2017
by José Carlos Santos
Free Roadburn wisdom: Approach the
lineup with zen. Your path is not
predetermined. Let it depend on your
mood, and you will find inner peace, or
at least never grumble too much about
clashes and missed bands.
As a friend of mine remarked, yesterday
was particularly tailored for different
moods. On any other day I might have
picked entirely different bands to watch
and been just as happy. On the Main
Stage, there was mostly pure, raw
emotion in the form of Baroness and
John
Dyer
Baizley
curating,
Oathbreaker, Chelsea Wolfe or Amenra,
while the Green Room offered a
delightful collection of unclassifiable
weirdness, chaos and anarchy as Gnaw
Their Tongues, Big Business, Zu and
Gnod competed for the chance to melt
your brain. With sinister presences at the
Patronaat like Schammasch, Zhrine,
Emptiness or Naðra, plus the myriad
options in the two smaller rooms, I was
spoilt for choice.

Gnaw Their Tongues, who provided a
terrifying dose of horror. For those who
saw the band’s debut show at the Cul de
Sac two years ago and thought that
couldn’t be bested, they have risen this
cacophony of noise, black metal and
ominous samples to another level.
Mories’ vocals sound like a fathomless
abyss of agonising souls. Yikes. My brain
was full of little demons whose thirst was
strangely quenched by True Widow.
Lulled into a trance by those vocal
melodies, by the almost grungy feel of the
songs, I settled down my disturbed psyche
after that GTT attack.

I would need all my capacities intact to
withstand Big Business. Yet another duo
pounding the brain into mush, not by
terror, but sheer energy. Jared Warren and
Coady Willis build unsurpassable
dynamics with their basic bass/drums
setup, their good humour and boundless
creativity.

Started out with Schammasch, and
although the bleak vibe was palpable
and the rendition of the entirety of
Triangle was spot-on, I felt the call of

Even a guy in the audience leaving
halfway through changed his mind when
Jared Warren asked him, “Where are you
going? You can’t go anywhere, this song
is dedicated just for you!” It was hilarious,
and it also worked – dude stayed put.

Zu kept the manic excitement levels
riding high in the Green Room. It was
kind of like adding a sax and removing
the vocals from Big Business, a healthy
injection of free jazz and presto!,
another bout of feelgood insanity. Just a
quick peek at SubRosa being
acoustically gorgeous, but it was back to
the muck of the frontlines for
WHORES., whose noise rock is gritty,
dirty and supremely engaging. I had
forfeited the Amenra show due to never
having seen the Atlanta mob before, but
as WHORES. were hitting the halfway
mark, a friend who was at the Amenra
show texted me saying Scott Kelly and
John Baizley had just appeared on stage.
Lightning-fast, I abandoned the poor
WHORES. and still managed to witness
that momentous collaborative occasion,
and the extra Amenra-NeurosisBaroness-oomph was one of the
highlights of the day.

Enough to swing my weirdo Green
Room mood and lead me into the
comfortable arms of the devil at the
Church. Naðra first, once again with a
harrowing, raw performance that so
impressed last year. As the vocalist’s
final shrieks subsided, I further sank my
claws into the Het Patronaat and
patiently waited for the culmination of
the day… and of the festival so far. Zeal
& Ardor were simply unbelievable as

Baroness were playing to a rabid crowd
on the Main Stage. If their evolution
unfolds how we all expect it to in the
following years – and judging by the
new songs, they’re on the right path –
Zeal & Ardor could be one of the best
things to happen to extreme music in a
long, long time. Their unique blend of
black metal, electronics and African
slave music has an almost universal
appeal, if you’re not totally convinced,
the live show will remove all doubts.
Manuel Gagneux’s intensity and fury is
overwhelming and deeply affecting,
working on mind level and gut level. As
he shouts “Lord, come by here!” we are
reminded of Michael Gira yelling for
Jesus Christ to come down during the
Swans Roadburn show of 2011.

The P.A. died twice and left the band
with no choice but to retreat, losing three
songs and about 15 minutes. “Doing
Satan music in a church, that’s what you
get,” Manuel ventured while waiting for
the second time. The crowd cheered on,
did not budge an inch and even started
an impromptu rendition of the already
mega-hit “Devil is Fine.” After the
sound came back up for good, and the
band finally did reach that hymn, it was
feverishly received by everyone – the
battle with divine interference won long
ago. A resounding triumph, brothers and
sisters of the dark side. We march on!

10 Years - 10 Highlights
by José Carlos Santos
You guys all know my lessons and my
thoughts and my feelings about
Roadburn. The very fact that I'm
celebrating my personal Year Ten at
this most magic of places speaks for
itself. So I'll keep it simple and
celebrate by remembering a few of the
best times I've had. If you see me
around Roadburn, come say hi and tell
me your best moments and shows too.

Roadburn 2010
The
moment: Walter's
volcano
announcement and the crowd's reaction
to it, as a true family.
The show: Trinacria nailing a unique live
appearance (Ivar, get on this again!), and
a special mention to Nocturno Culto
performing “Dethroned Emperor” with
Triptykon.

Roadburn 2008
The moment: obviously, walking into
the 013 for the first time, when
Capricorns were about to start.
The show: Very, very tough choice,
between the legendary Earthless
surprise Main Stage appearance, a
harrowing Scott Kelly performance or
Wolves in the Throne Room whipping
up an epic black storm, but Black
Shape of Nexus take the biscuit for
sheer,
unadulterated
destructive
power.

Roadburn 2009
The moment: Neurosis launching into
“Through Silver in Blood.”
The show: As if you need to ask.

Roadburn 2011
The moment: Candlemass starting
“Solitude” with Johan Längqvist singing.
Magic stuff. Also Roadburn's first crazy
moshpit, during Trap Them.
The show: Probably the best year ever in
terms of my personal tastes. I never
thought I'd see Winter live, so that takes
the crown, but I have to mention
Godflesh, Wovenhand, Today is the

Day, Trap Them, Swans, Candlemass,
Rwake, Menace Ruine, Hooded Menace
and aaaargh everyone.

Roadburn 2012
The
moment:
Mike
Scheidt
stagediving during the chaotic Doom
show.
The show: 40 Watt Sun, and all those
tears I left in front of the stage. Because
of the smoke, or whatever it was, of
course.

The show: 16 and Indian, both at the
Het Patronaat, were particularly
devastating. Special mention to
Corrections House being nasty and
awesome!

Roadburn 2015
The moment: Mike IX Williams in the
front row taking photos of Fields of the
Nephilim with his phone, 10 minutes
before EyeHateGod were up at the Het
Patronaat.
The show: The first Fields of the
Nephilim show was gigantic, but also
Gnaw Their Tongues’ first live
performance, so crushing we were
almost nailed to the ground at the Cul de
Sac. Which wouldn't have been too
tragic.

Roadburn 2016
The moment: Diamanda Galás is a
whole moment all by herself. Also,
having a little emotional meltdown
during Paradise Lost, remembering the
13-year-old me being super-excited
about it the first time around. And dude,
Neurosis playing their punk songs.
The show: As if you have to ask, part II
(sorry, other bands who play in the same
year as Neurosis).

Roadburn 2017
Roadburn 2013
The moment: Being physically unable
to speak after the Nihill assault.
The show: Nihill obviously, but also
Royal Thunder bringing down the Het
Patronaat! Let's bring them back next
year!

Roadburn 2014
The moment: Triptykon unleashing
“Messiah.” UGH!

The moment: This! Remembering a
whole decade of Roadburn!

John Dyer Baizley Interview Part II
by Kim Kelly
Can you tell me a bit about Razors
in the Night? How did that come
together, and how did you decide
which songs to tackle?
About three or four years ago, Scott
[Kelly, of Neurosis] and I were
scheming up a way that we could get
to Roadburn as fans, during an April
in which neither of our bands were
touring. We both really wanted to go
see the festival, but couldn't figure out
how to get there from US as normal
show goers. We discussed the
possibility of playing a set there
somehow, as we’d been recently
touring together as solo acts.
Our idea was from a simple
observation: a huge portion of
Roadburn had deep ties to the punk
community (as did we) and we sort of
joked about playing some of our
favorite classic-punk tunes as a cover
band to pay respect to this fact. It
would also be fun to throw a small
wrench onto the often slow-and-low
vibe at Roadburn. Obviously, it didn't
happen then, and the idea never grew
outside those few conversations, until
this year. And of course, this band is
comprised of some familiar faces:
Scott Kelly (Neurosis), Pete Adams
(Baroness/Valkyrie) and Marek Sarba
(our good friend and Baroness &
Neurosis roadie extraordinaire).
Will this be a one-off, Roadburnonly project, or will we be hearing
more from y'all in the future?
As far as I know, this is it.

Disfear brings some of that nasty,
gritty punk vibe to the fest, too - seeing
that made me think about your early
days in Savannah, back when every
bike messenger I knew had a Baroness
shirt and you hadn't cracked the
mainstream consciousness yet. What is
your relationship to punk these days?
My relationship with punk is the same as
it ever was. I am, above all, a music fan;
and I have never knowingly distanced
myself from any music scene that I've
been part of. The older I get, the less all
the genre subdivisions make sense; they
only serve to create an atmosphere of
exclusivity, which I abhor.

I was so pleased to see that you gave
Oathbreaker such a plum spot on the
lineup; they've one of the few bands
who have really, truly hit me hard in
recent years. What about the band
made you want to get them involved?

Oathbreaker are the band that actually
followed through on their potential
and put out “that record”: the album
that saw a band completely smash the
perceived ceiling above them; the
album that delivered hand-over-fist in
songwriting and composition; the
album that used the band’s past-sound
as a springboard for a new, more
expansive, less-define-able, and far
more resonant delivery of sounds,
thought and presentation. I love that
band.
You discovered No Spill Blood on
tour, and their kind of "heavy" is
owed to synthesizers rather than the
traditional rock/metal format - as
you said, 'trust me, guitars alone do
not a heavy band make.' The past
few years have seen a sort of
resurgence of acceptance and
appreciation for synths and
inorganic sounds in metal and
heavy rock - what do you think that
guitar-focused bands can learn
from projects like No Spill Blood
and Author & Punisher?
I think the takeaway for musicians like
me from bands like NSB and A&P is
this: the tools we use should not
inherently define the potency of our
sound. To create powerfully,
musicians need not rely on those ageold contrivances and mechanisms of
artifice that offer a most basic solution
to the most complex problems.
Conviction of purpose creates a type
of volume with which physical
devices cannot compete. Great music
relies on achieving very simple, yet
nearly-unattainable things: write a
great song, relate a true and

an audience through manipulation of
sound. Beyond that, are there any rules?
I do not believe that heavy music is only
attainable through the use highly
specified and articulated instruments.
Must the clothes make the man? In this
case, I think not.

How do you personally define the
term "heavy" at this point in your life
and career?
It’s tricky to try and define that term, as
it applies to music. Using physical and
visual terms to help define the audible
or emotional aspects of music seems
limiting, and the terms aren't always
universally agreed upon, where their use
otherwise would be. Heavy, dark,
obtuse, sharp, etc., have a real,
quantifiable use in the physical world,
but they’re only relative placeholders in
music. However, as I understand music
(and your question), there are two types
of heavy: tonal and emotional. Tonally
heavy could describe a tuning as well as
the overall sound of your equipment,
which could unfairly put Sleep in the
same category as Korn. Emotionally
heavy would see Pig Destroyer
alongside Johnny Cash, which doesn't
accurately characterize the sound of
either artist.

I prefer when both these tonal and the
emotional weights combine, and this is
where many of the artists I’ve booked
this year exist. There’s something about
this extreme display of density that
appeals to me, somehow sadness plus
volume and weight is a rewarding, often
uplifting listen. History is rife with prerock examples of “heavy” music.
It's impossible to see everything at
Roadburn, but I'm sure you've got a
few bucket list performances you're
hoping to see. Which sets will you be
hauling ass to catch?
I won’t list any of the bands I booked,
because I want to see them ALL. Off the
stages I curated however: Dälek,
Crippled Black Phoenix, Ash Borer,
Perturbator, Carpenter Brut, The Bug vs.
Dylan Carlson, etc., etc. (BTW, I'm only
naming the acts I haven't really seen in
the past, because they're the ones I
NEED to see now.)

As for Full Bleed, how did you decide
on which artists to include? What's
your mental selection process like
when curating an art

exhibit of this nature how do you
find the right balance? (I'm super
excited to see Thomas Hooper's
contributions).
Getting the FULL BLEED lineup
together was very similar to the
curation of the 013 and Patronaat
stages. It was simple in that most of the
artists are friends of mine. I’ve been
working alongside most of those artists
for years. As a result of touring, I have
had the chance to meet and develop
lasting relationships with many of
these artists, not to mention the
incredibly talented people at Burlesque
of North America, who have printed
almost all of these artists’ work over
the years. Without BRLSQ of NA, I
wouldn't have had the energy or knowhow to even suggest such an
exhibition. BRLSQ have been doing a
similar poster exhibition called
“Fatstock” at SXSW for years now
(though on a much different scale). I
thought it would be a really unique
experience if we could bring these
cutting-edge screenprinters and the
artists they work with out to Tilburg to
present the Roadburn audience with a
more personal exhibit, that highlighted
the visual art and artists that so run in
tandem with many Roadburn bands.
This is a big family that I'm proud to be
a part of. The talent that these artists
contain is stupefying. I was incredibly
happy when the festival organizers
were able to secure a space for us to
host this event, and that it all set up so
smoothly with NS16 Gallery. This is a
must-see exhibition.
To be continued…

Albums Of The Year So Far – Part III
Ecstatic Vision, Raw Rock Fury
With the increase of political and social unrest in my home
country and other places around the world, 2017 has felt like
a bit of a rollercoaster so far, so maybe it’s only natural that
my first favorite record of the year is an entirely feel-good,
bordering on escapist, affair? On their second album, Raw
Rock Fury, Philadelphia psych rockers and Roadburn alumni
Ecstatic Vision manage to combine their contagious protometal/kraut fusion with everything I love about Hawkwind’s Space Ritual and
everything I love about The Stooges’ Funhouse – and the fun just gets started from
there. Ecstatic Vision carries the torch of their classic touchstones forward, rather
than get tied up in throwbacks. On top of that, I haven’t been able to listen to the
record all the way through without wanting to get up and dance, which I think is a
true testament to its unstoppable energy. - Jamie Ludwig

Grima, Tales of Enchanted Woods
The year is young, but in my opinion this unknown gem is an
early harvest of a rich sounding black metal album. It probably
is not the most progressive record out there, but the Siberian
duo has fabricated a captivating, solid piece of nature
worshipping atmospheric black metal. Peculiar synths balance
between fascinating folky structures and cheesy. Blistering
guitar assaults on one song and pastoral medleys on the next,
the band dares to shed of tradition for something new on their second album.
Listening to this album you can feel the ice-crusted branches, the smell of a forest
waking up and the spirit of merciless, untamed nature. Out on Naturmacht
Productions, who know their stuff. - Guido Segers

All Them Witches, Sleeping Through the War
I like the fact that several WCD staff members have taken it
on themselves to sneak a few picks into these posts, so to keep
in the spirit, I'll mention how much time I've been spending
with new offerings from Colour Haze, Alunah, Spaceslug,
Arbouretum, Sun Blood Stories, The Obsessed, T.G. Olson
from Across Tundras, etc., but yeah, the one I keep going back
to thus far in 2017 is All Them Witches' Sleeping Through the
War, the depths of which continue to reveal themselves with each listen. Special
mention to live records from Death Alley (recorded here last year), Causa Sui and
My Sleeping Karma as well. - JJ Koczan

Roadburn 2017 Photos

Harsh Toke smokin’it up in the ‘Green’ Room

SubRosa fit for worship at The Church
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